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I. Introdution
The ontinuous evolution of high performane mixed{signal integrated iruits requires
to use inreasingly sophistiated measurement and testing proedures, whose ost may
urrently over almost 50% of the overall prodution budget [1℄. In this senario, a
valuable solution to redue onsiderably both testing times and instrumentation osts
is provided by Built{In Self{Test (BIST) shemes. Generally speaking, a BIST sheme
onsists of both stimulus generation and measurement{oriented on{hip omponents. Of
ourse, in order to make the BIST eetive, suh a sheme must be programmable, exi-
ble and, above all, inexpensive in terms of integration resoures. As analogue{to{digital
Converters (ADCs) are usually the key devies of mixed{signal integrated iruits, the
ability of haraterizing aurately their metrologial performanes is one of the most im-
portant tasks in designing a BIST sheme. To this purpose, many dierent solutions have
been presented and various kinds of test stimuli have been used [2℄, [4℄. Among them,
high{quality, programmable sine waves are probably the most suitable test signals beause
they are ommonly employed in many standard ADC testing proedures [5℄. Moreover,
sinusoidal osillators based on a { topology, i.e. digital resonators exploiting 1{bit
delta{sigma properties, are partiularly suitable for BIST purposes beause they an be
implemented without hardware multipliers and with a minimum amount of analogue ir-
uitry (i.e., a 1{bit DAC followed by a low{order lter). Also, they are able to generate
an output sinusoidal signal of elevated spetral purity [6℄{[9℄. Unfortunately, most {
{based resonators have proved to work orretly only under ertain onditions, while
exhibiting serious stability problems when some iruit parameters are hanged [10℄. Up
to now, these phenomena have not been properly investigated during the design phase. In
fat, all published results rely mostly on rules of thumb and extensive omputer simula-
tions. Hene, the aim of this paper is to provide a general insight about the stability issue
of this kind of devies, thus determining a stabilization riterion. To this purpose, in the
following, a method for determining the degree of stability of { harmoni resonators
is desribed. Eventually, this method is applied to the spei osillator presented in [7℄.
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Fig. 1. Blok diagram of a generi { harmoni res-
onator. The parameters k
0
and k
1
set the frequeny
of the output sine wave. The initial onditions x
1
[0℄
and x
2
[0℄ together with k
0
and k
1
determine the am-
plitude of the output tone.
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Fig. 2. Blok diagram of the 4 th order loop lter
H(z) inserted in the { modulator.
II. Desription of Stability Analysis
In general, harmoni digital resonators are based on the asade of two disrete{time
integrators in a loop, with the sign of one integrator being positive and the other negative.
In these strutures, the osillation frequeny depends on one or two multipliative oeÆ-
ients [7℄. In order to avoid the use of hardware multipliers and multi{bit D/A onverters,
a 1{bit { modulator is inserted in the loop as shown in Fig. 1. The inrement in ir-
uital omplexity due to the introdution of this modulator is partially ounterbalaned
by the benet of generating a high{quality, single{bit output signal that an be multiplied
by a onstant oeÆient simply by means of a multiplexer. Obviously, the implementation
ost as well as the spetral quality of the generated signal depend on the arhiteture of
the { modulator employed. In partiular, using the well{known additive white noise
model to represent the behavior of the 1{bit quantizer, the modulator should be designed
so that the Noise Transfer Funtion (NTF) exhibits an in{band Signal{to{Noise Ratio
(SNR) higher than a given value [9℄. However, the additive noise model is too oarse to
ope with stability issues. Indeed, even if this kind of iruits seems to be stable, it has
been shown that, under ertain initial onditions, the amplitude of the internal signals
may diverge suddenly [8℄. The reasons of this behavior an be understood more learly if
an analysis of the dynamis of the resonator is performed by modeling the 1{bit quantizer
with a time{varying gain [10℄. This parameter, whih in the following will be referred to
as , results from the ratio between the onstant unit output amplitude of the modulator
and the variable input amplitude of the quantizer. Using this model, it follows that any
nonlinear resonator an be regarded as a sequene of parametri linear systems depending
on dierent values of . Furthermore, the order N of eah system is equal to the sum
between the order M of the { modulator inserted in the loop and the order K of the
digital resonator. As a typial harmoni osillator is a seond{order devie, it usually
results that N =M +2. Thus, by assuming that x[℄ is a Nx1 state variable vetor and
that F () is the NxN state transition matrix of eah linear system, it results that the
1{step updating law for the state variables is:
x[n+ 1℄ = F ()  x[n℄ (1)
Aordingly, it an be easily shown that the z{transform of the free evolution of the
system is given by [11℄:
X(z) = z[zI   F ()℄
 1
 x[0℄ =
N(z; ;x[0℄)
P (z; )
; (2)
where I is a NxN unit matrix, x[0℄ is the vetor representing the initial values of the
state variables, P (; ) is the harateristi polynomial of the matrix F (), andN (; ; ) is a
3vetor of polynomials depending on the initial onditions x[0℄. Observe that both system
eigenvalues, i.e. the zeros of the harateristi polynomial, and the mode amplitudes
depend on the parameter . Sine the system stability is related to the position of the
poles on the omplex plane, the root lous tehnique is a valid method to investigate the
degree of stability of parametri { strutures [12℄. Generally speaking, the positive
root lous assoiated with aN th order feedbak system onsists ofN urves representing
the positions of the system poles on the omplex plane for dierent values of the loop gain
  0. Therefore, even though the sequene of  values, whih depends on the haoti
dynamis of the internal { modulator, annot be predited analytially, it is at least
possible to determine whih modes are liable of possible malfuntions and whether the
existing limit yles are stable. Limit yles our when the poles of the system exhibit
a module equal to 1, i.e. when the root lous intersets the unit irle. The fundamental
radian frequeny of eah limit yle is given by the angle of these intersetion points in
polar oordinates. The stability of eah limit yles depends instead on how the module
of the orresponding pole varies for dierent values of . In fat, if the pole module tends
to move out of the unit irle when  dereases (i.e. when the amplitude of the internal
signal inreases) it means that the onsidered limit yle is always ritially stable, i.e.
the amplitude of the system internal state is destined to diverge. Conversely, if the pole
position tends to move into the unit irle when  dereases, the growing amplitude of the
state signals tends to produe stable modes (i.e. poles whose module is lower than 1), thus
leading to a stable osillation. In the nal paper a more omplete explanation about the
inuene of multiple time{varying modes on the overall stability of { resonators will
be provided. Atually, in order to larify the proposed approah, the results of a stability
analysis arried out on a partiular kind of resonator is presented in the following.
III. Simulation Results
Suppose to insert in the general { resonator sheme shown in Fig. 1, the fourth-order
loop lter H(z) displayed in Fig. 2. The resulting struture is a 6 th order system, in
whih every state variable x
i
, i= 1; :::;6 represents the ontent of a dierent register. The
multipliative oeÆients of the lter H(z) have been set to A
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in order to optimize the spetral purity
of the output signal [7℄. By manipulating the algebrai denition of eah state variable
of the system, after some algebrai steps, it results immediately that the state transition
matrix is equal to:
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where the eigenvalues are a funtion of  and depend on the parameters k
0
and k
1
. In Fig.
3(a) and 3(b) the full root lous of the system and a zoomed part of the plot around the
point (1;0) are shown, by assuming that k
0
= 9:15  10
 6
and k
1
= 2
 14
. Observe that the
branhes of the root lous b, b

, , 

interset the unit irle in two ouple of symmetri
points. A spetral analysis revealed that the radian fundamental frequeny of the output
signal oinides with the absolute value of the angle assoiated with the intersetion points
between the branhes , 

and the unit irle. Further numerial analyses also proved
that when ! 0 the poles related to the branhes  and 

are slightly inside the unit
irle, whereas when !1 suh poles lie outside the unit irle, thus leading to the
onlusion that the orresponding limit yle is stable. Nevertheless, repeated simulation
sessions pointed out that the system is not always stable as expeted. In fat, even if
the resonator works orretly under ertain onditions [7℄, the amplitude of the internal
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Fig. 3. Root lous of the { resonator after modeling the 1{bit quantizer as a time{varying gain when k
0
=
9:15  10
 6
and k
1
= 2
 14
. In (a) the full root lous is shown, while in (b) a zoomed portion of (a) is plotted
around the point (1;0) of the omplex plane. The arrows highlight the diretion along whih the gain  grows.
state signals may suddenly diverge when dierent initial values for the state variables are
set. For instane, if the initial register values x
1
[0℄ = 0:0055 and x
2
[0℄ = 3:51  10
 6
and
x
i
[0℄ = 0, i = 3; :::;6 are hosen, the peak{to{peak amplitude of the internal state signals
tends to innity after about 8  10
7
iterations. This is learly reognizable in Fig. 4(a),
where the urves representing the envelope of absolute values of the time{varying state
variables are plotted as a funtion of the number of iterations on a logarithmi sale. In
this way, the haoti pattern of some state variables does not hide the information about
the amplitude of the internal signals. Aording to the root lous analysis, the possible
unstable behavior is due to the ritial modes assoiated with the lous branhes b, b

.
Indeed, the limit yle orresponding to the intersetion points between suh branhes and
the unit irle is learly unstable beause when ! 0 the poles tend to move out of the
unit irle, thus further stressing the inoming instability. The system will be ertainly
stable only if the amplitude of the quantizer input, namely the sequene of  values, is
maintained higher than the ritial parameter 

orresponding to the intersetion points
mentioned above. If this ondition is not met, the behavior of the resonator beomes
unpreditable, thus making the whole devie unreliable. Of ourse, 

depends on the
hosen values for iruital parameters. In the ase onsidered, for instane, 

is equal
to about 0.47. In order to verify the validity of this assumption, the minimum values of
 have been reorded. The olleted results as well as the maxima of the most ritial
state variable x
6
, hosen as referene, are shown in Fig. 4(b). Observe that as soon as the
sequene of  values beomes lower than the ritial threshold 

= 0:47, the amplitude
of x
6
inreases abruptly. From this analysis it follows that one 

is known, the stability
of osillators based on a { topology an be obtained simply by assuring that  > 

.
However, sine a simple lipping of the state variables would deteriorate exessively the
spetral purity of the generated waveform, a dierent approah has to be followed. Good
results in terms of output auray have been ahieved by lipping only minima and
maxima of the resonator internal signals, whih are reognized as the main responsible of
an inoming instability. This strategy is justied by the fat that not all signals inrease
simultaneously at the same rate. In partiular, the state variable x
6
exhibits an almost
linear trend whih is higher than the trend of the others state variables so that it seems to
antiipate the atual breakdown. Therefore, a proper monitoring and a areful lipping
of the more rapidly inreasing state variables is suÆient to keep under ontrol the values
of , thus assuring system stability.
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Fig. 4. In (a) the envelope of the absolute values of the { resonator state variable are plotted as a funtion of
the number of iterations on a logarithmi sale, after assuming x
1
[0℄ = 0:0055, x
2
[0℄ = 3:51 10
 6
, k
0
= 9:15 10
 6
and k
1
= 2
 14
. In (b) the minimum values of  are shown and ompared on a logarithmi sale against the
envelope of the absolute value of the state variable x
6
.
IV. Novelties
The orret operation of { harmoni resonators for BIST purposes depends on the
stability of the self{generated limit yles. In this paper, by modeling the 1{bit quantizer
inside the { modulator as a time{varying gain, the stability of this kind of osillators
is analyzed using the root lous tehnique. The obtained results not only provide useful
guidelines to understand whether a ertain struture is ritially stable, but also promote
the implementation of a exible lipping strategy whih inreases the stability of the
resonator without deteriorating the spetral purity of the output signal.
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